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About This Game

Futuridium EP Deluxe is a psychedelic retro inspired shoot’em up with a modern twist, that blends together frantic action,
puzzle elements, a vibrant low poly aesthetic and an heart pumping electronic soundtrack. As a lone starship pilot lost in a

dimensional loop just before a big space battle, with a limited and constantly depleting energy tank, your only hope is to fly as
fast as possible over enormous space dreadnoughts, destroying their defenses and the cyan power cubes to get some energy

back.

Try to escape the infinite loop of Futuridium: you can count only on your reflexes, your dual lasers, the nimbleness of your
starship and... the ability to turn 180° on the spot! Can you beat all the 50 levels, the 5 bosses, unlock all the extra game modes

and collect the 150 medals?
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Good luck! You’ll need it...
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Can't recommend this game,
the blurriness is so bad in this game hurts my eyes,
i regret buying it as a retail key,because i
would've refunded it.. The limitations of what you can do with logic in this game are too severe, and once you get to the more
advanced levels, the problems too complex to solve correctly within those limits. It's not a big deal when you're following a line
or solving a maze, but once the puzzle environments get chaotic, winning a given level often involves a fair amount of reliance
on luck.

Mostly it's that you have very few spaces of logic gates, and even splitting a signal requires that place down a "gate" that splits
your wire into 2 or 3 connections. You might have a sophisticated solution in mind, but you can't afford the spaces or the gates
to implement it. You can't even afford to build a simple set/reset latch, because that requires 6+ spaces - two ANDS, two NOTs,
and two wire splitters. Implementing "use the smaller of two sensor values" is usually either not possible or prohibitively
expensive in space and part costs.

It doesn't help that the game includes random elements and a physics simulation, so what might work one time might fail the
next because of minor variations in how the game executes the simulation. Your robot logic is slow, slow, slow compared to
actual digital circuits, and a sensor can miss a transition on or off a line as a result.

The user interface is quite backward. Wiring gates together is something you're doing constantly, and it's hit or miss. Often I
find myself clicking 3-4 times on a pin before it will acknowledge that I want to string a wire, and the difference between "wire
connection started" and not is very faint visually.

It's challenging, but the challenge is entirely in trying to figure out how to make a very simple, limited circuit deal with edge
cases, since sophisticated solutions are not possible. After a while I got tired of that limitation.. just like grand theft auto.
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\u20b1\u2c60\u20b3\u024e\u0142\u20a6\u20b2 \u0142\u20ae!. The gun is underwhelming, being a bad hybrid between an
assault rifle and an LMG. It sacrifices 200 ammo, 100 magazine and a lot of ammo pickup just so you can aim down sights. The
meat of this pack is the anarchist perk deck, reducing your max health but massively increasing armor, up to 400 with the ICTV.
Great for deathwish and one down difficulties if you prefer armor over dodge, but you need to play aggressive for your armor to
regenerate.
Sydney as a character is up to personal preferance.. Rooks Keep is an interesting and fun game, it can be at points infuriating
but it is pretty unique. There are a couple of game modes to keep you going and the graphics run seemlessly and look amazing
on my faily ♥♥♥♥♥♥ laptop so I can't complain. I look forward to perhaps seeing more content or mods in the future but it is
a great game overall.. 199X starts off with a trigger warning. Yeah, it\u2019s going to be that kind of game: a homebrew RPG
Maker affair with stock graphics and a preachy message that aims to make the player feel like an awful human being.

Not even fifteen minutes in, you find yourself trapped in a hospital that an invisible narrator won't let you leave until
you\u2019ve explored five nearby hot spots. Which is fine; this is a thing that happens. Only 199X demands more of you. If you
want to do something as monumental as go outside, you need to advance every dialogue option for every hot spot, revisiting and
exhausting every conversation bracket available because it\u2019s very important you take the time to digest every little thing
the game has to say. Only then are you permitted to leave. I\u2019ve been in these kinds of situations before, so I settled down
and prepared myself for a couple of hours of being arrogantly lectured by a clumsily constructed video game. Only, that never
happened.

There\u2019s a saving grace to 199X: it builds around a reasonably clever setup, and and it is brilliantly written. You control
20-something Clara. And that, as the game\u2019s byline goes, is the problem. You\u2019re not actually playing as Clara, but
rather as yourself, exerting an external force that guides her every move like an ethereal puppeteer.

For her part, Clara wakes up in a hospital room without the ability to move by her own power and, after an understandable bit of
panic, seems to take to her situation quite well. Though you interact with each other through the game\u2019s limited
conversation branches, the exchanges are lively and full or personality. An early test of your newly-hijacked body asks you to
wander over and examine a fire extinguisher. Should you continue to enforce a keen interest in fire safety equipment, that
moment develops into an in-joke between the two of you.

Full Review \/\/ http:\/\/www.honestgamers.com\/13417\/pc\/199x\/review.html. The game appears well constructed. The visual
assets are a bit clunky, but overall nicely done. Signs are relatively easy to read, the controls are easy to learn, and the audio is
cute. Play is a little bit simplistic but I admit I wasn't able to get deeper than beyond the tutorial and finding the first yellow
diamond due to VR sickness.

If you don't get VR sickness, you might like this one. It brings back fond memories of StarFox and I really liked the level
exploration concepts. If you do get VR sickness, Gem Hunter may set you off in under 3 seconds.. Great tower defense game.
Tons of upgrades, maps to unlock, You can buy gems or trade them in for money you earn in the game. Great use of the power
of Unity engine, nice sound tracks that keep you pumped up while you play. I like this title and the price is just right.

Nice work!. It is a VN that gives you a chapter or two for free and hopes you buy the rest of the chapters. After playing a short
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amount of time I thought "this game is terrible" and deleted it. English translation is really bad to the point of being almost
incomprehensable in points. Borring as heck and seems like a waste of time.
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Very Hard But Addictave for a indie title i had never heard of

Fun And Hard 7\/10. The Blue Flamingo is a neat "art game" that has a unique artstyle created by actually building the terrain
and all the ships in miniature and then converting photographs and video of them into the background and sprites used in the
game. Somewhat defying the tendencies of "typical" art games, it's actually a shoot-'em-up, rather than a puzzle platformer or
walking simulator.

Unfortunately, that's around where the neatness ends - it's a fairly short score attack game, where you play through more or less
the same two levels repeatedly, just getting slightly more difficult each time, with very clunky controls. The shortness in terms
of content is likely due to the limitations of the artstyle, which constrained them to only having one model for the terrain
because building an impressively detailed 32-foot-long model is hard and only so many models for enemies, as those too had to
be hand-built and hand-painted, but the loose controls are less forgivable, as they combine with the lack of ability to restore your
health to make a game where you're rewarded for playing very conservatively, which ends up feeling rather boring.

In the end, I can't really recommend The Blue Flamingo because ultimately it doesn't hold up as anything except a neat visual
experience.. this game is frustrating in so many respects. the pace it goes at (even though you can set game speed, it just seems
so unrealistic). the fact you have to have a unit on the capture pt continuously even if it is better to be defending it slightly
outside. no save system. for seemingly innocuous reasons i would lose or have a draw in a obvious win, i just shake my head at
this game. needs tweaking for sure but doubt the devs want to invest in that.. Absolutely terrible cheap unity game.
Mediocre at best.
Don't waste your time here.. God bless you~ What a great game I've ever played .... This has potential but feels very clunky at
first examination.. i bought this cheap looking for a game to buy over time for a bit but i ran into so much like unresponsive
controls and it just feels weird to play. I finally paid for this came and enjoyed it. It's a lot of fun.

I use Windows Vista and it seemed to run but I have an always on broadband, and that might be part of the reason.
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